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This is an alternative approach to the original which may be found in Solution 1.
This solution separates the logic for Student, Private and Balance Transfer to make it easier to follow
and maintain. It also eliminates several unneeded attributes and redundant conditions that are in the
original

Decision Structure

A project in Corticon comprises rule sheets (decision tables), rule flows (organized collections of rule
sheets that together make a decision), test cases (inputs and expected results) and a vocabulary that
defines the entities, the relationships between them and the attributes they contain.

Demographic Suitability
In the refactored model we make use of the branching feature to choose the appropriate rule sheet for
Private, Student or other card type (Balance Transfer is not called out specifically in demographic
suitability).

Determine Existing Customer

Implementation (just one way of accomplishing the specification)

Determine Applicant Age
Since the age is used in all the suitability rule sheets it occurs before the branching

Determine Private Suitability

By defining aliases ‘investments’, ‘mortgage’ and ‘savings’ to the collections of customer products we
can make use of the built in operator -> sum to calculate totals.
Notice that all the rules for private suitability are now in one place.

Currently all the card types have the same age requirement. But this might not always be the case. By
testing age in each of the three rule sheets we have made it much easier to change the acceptable age
for the different card types. Perhaps student cards might in the future be made available to anyone 16
or older.

Determine Student Suitability

Determine Other Demographic Suitability

Credit Card Eligibility
Similarly, for eligibility we separate the rule sheets according to the card type (Student, Private or
Balance Transfer) since the rules for each case are very different.

Determine Applicant Credit Score
This is common to all suitable applicants

This version only shows the rules that affect the credit score.

Determine Balance Transfer Eligibility
Now, in rule 1, we can see all the conditions for balance transfer easily in one place.

Determine Student Credit Card Eligibility

Determine Private Credit Card Eligibility

Dependency Diagram
Corticon can automatically determine the correct order of the rule sheets by matching up the outputs of
one sheet with the inputs required by other sheets.

